The role of extrinsic and intrinsic factors in the evolution of the control of pulmonary surfactant maturation during development in the amniotes.
Pulmonary surfactant is a mixture of lipids and proteins that is secreted by alveolar Type II cells. It reduces alveolar surface tension and hence the work of breathing. Despite the tremendous diversity of lung structures amongst the vertebrates, the composition of surfactant is highly conserved. Conserved elements of the surfactant system amongst distantly related species are likely to be crucial factors for successful lung development. Understanding the mechanisms by which the surfactant system becomes operational in animals with dramatically different birthing strategies and in distantly related species will provide important information about the role of the surfactant system in the commencement of air breathing and the processes regulating surfactant maturation and secretion. In mammals, the embryonic maturation of the surfactant system is controlled by a host of factors, including glucocorticoids, thyroid hormones, and autonomic neurotransmitters. Here we review the mechanisms controlling the maturation of surfactant production, including birthing strategy, phylogeny, lung structure, and posthatching environment. Using four species of egg-laying amniote (chicken, dragon lizard, sea turtle, and crocodile) previously described in detail and the large amount of information available for mammals, we examine the hypothesis that the control of surfactant production is dependent on glucocorticoids (dexamethasone [Dex]), thyroid hormones (T3), and autonomic neurotransmitters (epinephrine and carbachol). We also examine whether the overall intrinsic pattern of the control of surfactant maturation is conserved throughout the vertebrate radiation and then how the environment (extrinsic factors) may account for the observed differences in the patterns of development. We also discuss the utility of a coculture system of embryonic Type II cells and fibroblasts to determine the evolutionary pattern behind the control of surfactant and to demonstrate that the surfactant system matures under multihormonal control. We demonstrate that Dex and T3 are stimulators of surfactant production during embryonic development, but they lose their efficacy closer to hatching or birth. Epinephrine stimulates surfactant secretion beyond 75% of development and also after hatching or birth. Carbachol stimulates surfactant secretion in the bearded dragon and saltwater crocodile but not in the sea turtle, chicken, or mammals. It is likely that the differences in control of surfactant development are likely to be primarily related to metabolic activity and the duration of incubation (i.e., the "speed" of development). Moreover, the hormones examined appear important in promoting development and therefore appear conserved within the amniotes. However, the autonomic neurotransmitters induced different responses in different species. Hence, some factors are crucial for the proper maturation of the surfactant system, whereas others vary throughout evolution without being detrimental to the overall function of the system.